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Walking down the Memory Lane

K. G. Subramanyan

When we came to Baroda in 1951 it was a small town. There 

were no taxis at the rail station. Only tongas. And rows of 

mini-buses, no larger than station wagons, with rattling wooden 

bodies all painted blue. And screaming drivers and blaring horns. 

Even the station was not where it is. And was much smaller. It 

had a number of lively women porters who came and grabbed your 

baggage. And when you looked up in surprise, fixed you. with a 

stare that seemed to say, we can do it as well as those hairy 

brutes out there. And they did so too.

t

The tongas were a delight to see. They were gaily painted 

and lacquered. Their horses were brushed and groomed and had a 

distinct arch in their necks. They were not yet the famished hacks 

they came to be. Those tongas were different from those in Delhi, 

which you had to hold on to with your hands and feet for fear of 

dear life when they started moving. And where people on one seat 

had to sit back to back with people on the other. These v^re more 

civilized. They had neat little cabins with cushioned seats you 

could climb into and sit face to face.

The population of the town was then less than a lac. The 

streets were not crowded; in the evenings after six they even 

wore a deserted look. You could stroll from Kalaghoda to Nyaya 

Mandir undisturbed. Even moon around without coming to harm.

Which is hard to imagine now. The twjon had* then many huge vads 

or banyan trees. Two such trees flanked the gates of the Fine 

Arts College. Two rows of them turned what is now Indira Avenue 

into a leafy tunnel. They are no more in sight. When Baroda chose
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to assume its old name Vadodara the vads had all disappeared.

The Sayajibag, popularly referred to as Kamatlbag was then 

a beautiful park, quite distinct from other municipal parks. It 

mixed order and informality; and seemed like a miniature version 

of the Kew Gardens in London. Like it, it clubbed together 

different kinds of trees in different quarters and had artful 

landscaping. Like it , it had little tin cabins with pseudo- 

chinese roofs all painted green. It had many rare trees. And a 

bandstand where the band played once a week. But more important, 

it had a Museum and Picture Gallery and a little zoo. Bringing, 

as they say, nature and culture together.

It had also an elegant cable-bridge which went across the 

stream that cut through the park. People referred to it as 

jhulta pool or swinging bridge. This name was its undoing. Out- 

of-town visitors thought it was more a swing than a bridge and 

gave it a shake everytirae they went across. It suffered this 

for long years, till one day a big group of them put it to undue 

strain and brought it down. The collapse of the bridge was 

perhaps symptomatic. The town was slowly losing its touch with 

its old history as the capital of the Gaikwads and a sanskarnagari 

(a seat of culture and learning). It was going forward to become 

a busy industrial city.

I cane to Baroda after my art studies in Santinikatan and 

three years of various professional assignments. Delighted though 

i was with the challenges these assignments offered, none of them 

could hold me for a long time. I doubtless profited from each. 

They gave me a glimpse into the scene outside the art school and
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the #teller. But once I landed in Baroda and Joined the Fine 

Arts College as a teacher I stayed there for nearly thirty years.

For more than one reason.

Here was a university which was named after one of the most 

distinguished rulers of the Indian states, Sayajirao Gaikwad the 

Third. Who was more forward-looking than the rest of them and 

more in tune with his times. His pioneering measures in the 

field of education, social health, religious and social reform 

and civil rights were for their time far ahead of those of other 

states, even British India. And he had a serious interest in the 

degeneration of India. There was no public or private effort in 

this direction of which he was not a supporter or benefactor,whether 

it was in the field of art, music, religion, philosophy or oriental 

studies. He even ventured to invite Swami Vivekananda, when he 

returned from America, to make this state his centre of activity.

And transform the land. He offered to give him whatever help he 

needed.

When the University was instituted Sayajirao was certainly not 

there and the state had ceased to be a state. But it honoured his 

memory. And, in a sense, followed his intentions. It had an agenda 

different from those of the older universities. It sought to give 

place to new disciplines and gi-\« the old on$es a new orientation.

It also tried in the beginning to attract the best talent in the 

land. When I saw a mammoth advertisement in ths Delhi press calling 

for people for its Faculty of Fine Arts - that included Fine arts, 

Architecture, Music, Dance and Drama - I said to myself, Good 

gracious I Here is something that Rabindranath Tagore wanted, but 

within a conventional university ! It seemed as if its planners
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gave importance to interdisciplinary studies. And ventured 

into fields the old angels feared to tread - like Fine Arts,

Home Science and Social Work. They seemed to have read the 

pulse of tne times.

Fine Arts could no more be Just a workshop discipline in 

the new expanding worldj each creative person had to be more 

than a limited professional. In the face of larger world 

contacts and influx of diverse cultural data he had to have 

the knowledge and the Judgment to negotiate them. He also 

needed to know his own culture better to review his antecedents 

and extend his horizons. He had therefore to be both informed 

and adept; had to cultivate both his head and his hands.

Similarly in a quickly changing society where people were obliged 

to forsake their old locations and ways of life and were losing 

touch with their elders and neighbourhoods and Their age-old 

experience, one needed to outline scientific ways of how to run 

a home, raise and educate a family and face the problems of life. 

And towards this re#.pell old concepts and devise new. Also in the 

democratic set up of new Indian where everyone had equal rights, 

but to secure which the disadvantaged needed various kinds of 

guidance and assistance, social work needed more than a sense of 

charity and compassion; it had to have considered strategies for 

their assistance, education and empowerment. And all these called 

for inter-disciplinary exposures, at the level of study, research 

and application. Naturally, they deserved a place in a multi

disciplinary university.

Talking generally, it was a splendid start for the university. 

And it attracted in the beginning some bright and forward-thinking 

people. Giving them a big chance as it were,to get together and
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reassess the country’s Intellectual resources and refurbish 

them to meet the new challenges. And spell out* in their own 

ways, the concepts and strategies for the nation’s growth. And 

give it a place on the global intellectual fora. So,during 

the first few years, the atmosphere was electric. At least 

among the new entrants. On their own initiative some of them - 

young sociologists, scientists, artists, literary men and others - 

tried to meet oxica in a way to understand each others* fields 

and discuss common issues. There was, in the fifties, a feel

ing in the academic circles that the sciences and the humanities 

were slowly drifting away from each otter, almost to seem two 

cultures. And that an effort had to be made to bridge the gap; 

and this will be enriching to both. At the end of fifties the
r -

British scientist-writer C.P. Snow spelt this out openly In his 

famous^ Rede lecture and generated publitf debate all over the 

world.

Before I came to Join the Fine Arts College as a teacher 

I had some misgivings. I went to Santiniketan as a fugitive 

from the prevalent educational system which was too rigid and 

structured and gave little freedom to teacher or student. In 

Santiniketan I found the freedom I wanted, to pursue my interests 

in my own fashion. The teachers vie re supportive and encouraged 

student initiative. What would it be like here? Will it have 

the same rigid outlook and programme as the official ait schools? 

But whan I Joined I soon realised that my fears were baseless.

Of my three senior colleagues I had known two while I was in 

Santiniketan, one intimately and the other at a distance; and 

they v,ere touched by its philosophy. The Dean of the Faculty too
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was liberal-minded; he had himself tried to rope in one of the 

senior teachers of Santiniketan into the new institution, though 

unsuccessfully. Sitting together they had worked out a liberal 

programme and work schedule, drawing on the experience of 

Santiniketan and certain progress!^ American institutions, 

which promised the students the needed sense of freedom and 

provided the teachers the tine and the incentive to be creati\e 

in their own spheres. The course structure was fluid and the 

students received individual attention. And there was an air 

of free interaction and sense of community. The orthodox sections 

of the university viewed all this with some distrust in the 

beginning. But the top functionaries of the university were 

understanding and supportive. And were determined to make a 

success of it. When, within a decade, the institution had made 

a mark on the national scene and its students and staff members 

were gaining notice everywhere, this distrust had no legs to 

stand on. The reputation increased and th? Fine Arts College 

came to be considered a model by educational planners. It was 

even mentioned, for whatever reason, as one of the city's high

lights in the Fiodor’s international tourist guide.

But this is an old story. Time does not stand still and 

things do not always happen as we think they would. In fifty 

years the context itself changes. So do the target groups 

education is focussed on. As also the national priorities follow

ing the twists and turns of history. Therefore it fails to us to 

be constantly vigilant. And not lose sight of our main purposes 

while riding the waves of change.

What are the main purposes of education? To share with the
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new generations the body of knowledge and skills that has banked 

through the ages. And give them the tools and the incentives to 

hold its components to scrutiny in the light of the fact3 around.

Then refine them, reinterpret them; if needed reject them and re

place them with new devices and formulations. And through this 

bring each individual as close as it can to what he or she is 

rightly destined to be - a subversive part of nature, at the same 

time its questioner and custodian. Or to use an Upanishadic image 

out of context, a bird on the tree that eats its fruits on one side 

and watches it with detachment on another. Which watching finally 

travels from what is outside to what is inside, from objective en

quiry to introspection.

True, all this does not cone in one packet. It coraes in stagss 

and at various levels. Though at each stage the said two sides have 

to co-exist - learning and individual enquiry. Even at the school 

stags, where children are introduced to the world around, the basic 

tools of knowledge and the basic skills, they have to be encouragad 

to experiment and innovate and express t&gnselves freely. And in an 

alert and dynamic society these two have to be an essential part of 

education at the higher levels, whether it is concerned with intro

ducing youth to productive trades and technologies, or other occupa

tions and functions in the society that is; or training leaders of 

thought who will scrutinise the existing tools and technologies, 

ideas and concepts, institutions and norms, methods of communication 

and expression and extend their breadth, depth and reach in the light 

of growing concerns. Also improve tnea if they are found wanting.

Or devise suitable alternatives if they are no more relevant.

Many people had started giving thought to all this even before
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we becaica independant. So when we actually did we had on our 

hands an ambitious agenda. Me had charged our colonial rulers 

witn complacencyj said that tliey used the educational system to 

serve tbeir narrow ends and delay our progress. So we had a commit

ment to transform it wbe^ we assumed the reins of power. In the 

shortest time possible. To start with, had to make all our men 

and women literate. Then provide all our children modern education 

at least up to the primary level in the following fifteen years.

We had to see that our institutions of higher education went further 

than training informed and polished officials and administrators, to 

produce scientists, thinkers and creative men who would unlock our 

horizons and lead us to our rightful destiny.

Did we folicw this agenda? Apparently not, going by what v* see

around us today. The targets we sat ourselves have still to be met.
V\Al

Vft#* hav* still not been able to remodel our educational system 

substantially; or upgrade its standards. Worse still we haw not 

been able to fire our youth with a desire for knowledge and skills 

on the scale required. Large numbers of them are still passive and

listless. And the few who strive for excellence do so under the

pressure of gross self-interest, meaning attractive jobs and hand

some salaries.

I may be told by experts that I am being unduly critical; that 

things are not that bad. They are sure to confront me with impressive 

statistics - the number of institutions that have come up, the amount 

of iiioney spent, the number of young men and women who have cone out 

of schools and colleges and have distinguished professional careers, 

who run our government, manage our industries, man our workshops and 

laboratories . even migrate and get gainfully employed in the most
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advanced countries and earn a good name. All this is incontest

able. But for this largest and most populous democracy in the 

world, whose cultural history extends back unbrokenly for more 

than three thousand years this is a small achievement in the 

span of half a century.

It will be useful for us to look for the reasons why this 

has been so. I read it , in my inexpert way, as follows :

When we became independant, those who assumed power had 

a big country to administer and safeguard and lead towards 

economic progress. For this they needed a large body of trained 

personnel. And they were in a hurry. They did not have, there

fore, the time to overhaul the existing educational infrastructure 

as tney nad promised themselves. Instead tifiy decided to use it 

in the test way they coaid. And once they started doing so they 

were obliged to line up with tnese whatever new institutions they 

added later, for the sa*e of uniformity.

But this infrastructure did not have the kind of diversity 

and resilience that a vast sub-continent like ours, with a 

confounding variety of environments, cultural groups, economic 

levels and patterns of life needed, in the new democratic context. 

Independant India wanted to bring education to every man and 

woman and enlist their participation in nation building at its 

various levels. The objectives of the colonial rulers were 

smaller. Th»ir schools and colleges were designed to train tha 

youth of the uppsr sections of our society to man their adminis

trative system and work under their supervision. For all its 

virtues this training was broad and unfocussedj Just enough to 

make them efficient anti loyal workers under their specialist
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supervisors. Those of them who mounted to supervisory positions 

later did so after gaining specialised knowledge through years 

of experience. The certificates and degrees were therefore 

entry permits for such service and consequently streamlined and 

simple.

Our new administrators discovered this soon enough. So when 

th*y set up the University Grants Commission they made it send 

circulars to the universities asking them to offer courses that 

were job-oriented (or in other words, more focussed). And promised 

various kinds of incentive. But the prevailing infrastructure was 

too simple for this. And the offered incentives too insufficient 

to effect any transformation. But no university wanted to forgo 

these and accepted to do so with whatever they had. Which meant, 

in effect, they offered to do what they were not duly equipped 

to do. So these new courses, too, were not focussed enough. And 

the new certificates and degrees still remained permits for employ

ment, though in different colours and tints.

This had various deleterious side effects. People started to 

conceive a job not as something to be done but something that 

promised sustenance. And that the certificates and degrees provided 

them the eligibility for this. Naturally everyone scrambled for 

this eligibility and the ensuing social accreditation. In the 

meanwhile the body of aspirants had grown and come to include 

young men and women from various economic levels and cultural back

grounds. And a large number of them came from the disadvantaged 

groups. But no special effort was made to upgrade the suitability 

levels of the disadvantaged abreast with those of the advantaged.

So the scramble led to various unpleasant consequences. The centre
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of concern moved from the content of education to the tag it handed 

around. Under various pressures both the aspirants and the adminis

trators conspired to devise easier ways of obtaining, or providing, 

these tags by lowering the hurdles that lay in the way and in the 

process eroded their credibility.

So, many of the problems we are facing today on the educational 

and employment scene are tbe end results of our depending on a limited

tV/
and obsolete infrastructure to begin with, instead,designing a fresh 

one for the new context. The old infrastructure was designed to serve 

a much simpler context and a fairly homogeneous urban middle class 

student body. We need now one that addresses the needs of a less 

homogeneous body, with various disparities coming from differences 

in the living environment and economic circumstances. And side $y 

side, takes due note of the special talents, skills and susceptibi

lities of the diverse groups. But these are never discussed in our 

academic bodies. Their discussions are mostly confined to adminis

trative problems and modalities; they never go near to discussing 

changes in objectives, strategies and orientations.

This is even more so in the area of school education. After 

independance each state centralised and streamlined school education* 

ostensibly to maintain uniform standards. This was an unwise thing 

to do, as our school-going children come from various environments 

and family backgrounds and each group needs special handling for 

proper results. Our present school curricula and work calendars 

are designed to serve the needs of an urban careerist middle class .

Imposing these on all the groups has been both unjust and counter-

producti>e. This has led to high dropout and failure rates and

following this to a general sense of frustration, which has given
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rise to various kinds of tensions and group rivalries. Is this 

because the educational planners came from the urban middle class 

and could not look beyond their narrow interests? Or is it part 

of a convert strategy of those in power to alienate the youth 

from their native environments and steam-roller them into a 

common urban proletariat to serve the interests of the growing 

industrial world?

Whatever that may be a sense of alienation is noticeable 

e-^rywhere amongst our educated youth. The rural children who 

go to schools become strangers to their environment by the time 

they finish schooling and want to move to towns. The urban youth 

who complete their higher education become part of a global white- 

collar proletariat, efficient perhaps but socially rootless. Their 

focus of interest is on themselws and their careers. They are 

largely ignorant of, even callous to, their own environment, and 

show no special interest in its amelioration.

This loss of contact has adverse efleets on both the individual 

and the environment. The environment suffers by neglect. And 

surrounded by its poverty the individual also stultifies. The 

horizons of an educated individual can only be as large as his 

responses to what is around him is deep. Every peasant know^ 

that, for the best results he has to know his soil well and enrich 

it before he raises M s crop. Similarly it is incumbent on the 

educated individual and the educational planner to ensure this 

interaction to gi\« the proffered learning a body and a context.

Our present system lays no emphasis on this. It is a matter of 

shame that even half a century after we have gained our independence
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we have not made any effort to know our own physical and cultural 

environment on the required scale. We have always left this to 

adventurous foreigners; and have been content to rely on their 

readings, instead of making our own. Even to solve our basic 

problems we depend on foreign advice and assistance instead of 

devising our own strategies. If certain foreign agencies are 

generous enough to provide these they are doubtless laughing up 

thair sleeves at our ineptitude. And not always is their advice 

entirely altruistic, We realise this only when they patent on the 

sly.some of our traditional products or technologies as their own 

and pull the carpet from under our feet.

I am sure that in the new competitive world we are heading 

towards, we shall realise this soon enough. And this will knock 

us out of our inertia and short-sightedness and force the uni-var

sities to revise their strategies and give more attention to 

research and resource-building in close contact with the country’s 

environment and heritage. But ideally the universities should 

function as tha society’s avant garde. They should be able to 

foresee and plan for what is yet to be.

In its golden jubilee year I hope that the Maharaja Sayajirao 

University of Baroda will be giving serious thought to this. Having 

spent nearly half my working life with it (and benefited from the 

experience in many ways) I want to see it fulfil its early promise 

and be a ao&el for other institutions in India.

This has been a long diversion, while walking down the memory 

lane. It should be obvious that behind this is the sense of
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disenchantment, if not despair, that grows on you when you watch 

the present educational scene. Though this present scene started 

quite some time ago. Speaking from my experience in the Fine Art 

College, the first fifteen years were euphoric. We dreamt at that 

time that we will shape it into not just an efficient professional 

school, but an exemplary resource centre - with an extensive 

library, an exhaustive archive of information that covered all 

aspects of art practice and art history; a research centre th.3t 

will confront this country’s traditions and practice with other 

traditions and practice and clarify various issues related to the 

functions of art; and thus open up our horizons, lay a strong 

foundation for further growth and transform the whole environment. 

With proper support from the university this could have happened 

in the last fifty years. During the first fifteen years such 

support was forthcoming and the resiilts were visible. But once 

the institution attained this visibility and established a 

reputation,the university tried, as it were, to wean it out and 

slowly withdraw its support. So in the next fifteen years what- 

e ^ r  support it received was inadequate and could not address the 

purposes envisaged. The faculty members strained their every 

nerve to keep tine tempo ?whipping themselves into action as it were. 

I can see that they are still trying to do so, when I visit the 

institution once in a way.to keep their heads above water^to keep 

their flags flying. But the old dreams are largely unfulfilled. 

The infrastructure necessary for its growing into a thriving 

resource centre is still not there. But only when it becomes 

such a centre can it support introspection and fundamental
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rethinking. Till then it will have to remain content with 

being a sniart professional institution keeping up with the 

ideas that otte rs float around. This is probably true of all 

our higher educational institution^ they are more concerned 

with keeping up than being original and innovative.


